
Engaging, warm and vibrant, Suz is the ultimate MC and

workshop presenter. With that rare ability to capture and

hold an audience long after their interest would have

otherwise drifted elsewhere, Suz’s style has the type of

passion and joie de vivre that will leave you wanting more.

Book Suzanne

today
suzanne@suzchadwic

k.com
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When audience attendees approach a speaker to

say “I could have listened to you all day” or “I think

you just changed my business from the inside out;”

you know you’ve asked an exceptional speaker to

be part of your event.

Having built both small businesses for herself, as well as

building businesses inside corporate organisations,

Suzanne has a strong slant toward business and brand

strategy. Passionate about women in leadership and

supporting women in business to play a much bigger

game, break through fear, create stickiness with their

customers and attracting the right people, Suzanne

delivers real business insights and advice to help business

owners create impact with their audience and community.

About Suzanne

If your audience is looking
for a high energy,
inspirational and passionate
speaker on how they can
play bigger, brand bolder
and connect in a real way
with their audience, then
you’ve found the speaker
you’ve been looking for. 

Delivering with creativity,
humour and serious
engagement and fun,
Suzanne shares valuable &
real business advice that
creates impact.

Suzanne’s ability to raise the energy level in the

room, connect one on one with participants and

share how they can take their business to the next

level, will be what your attendees value the most.
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As a sought-after speaker, Suzanne focuses on business & brand strategy, connecting with your audience in a real

way and playing a big game to take your business & personal brand to the next level.

Speaking Topics

BUSINESS &
BRAND STRATEGY

The 8 Secrets to building a bold

brand and scaling your business

The psychology of branding – 8

elements of captivating your

dream clients.

How to build a profitable

business without the burnout

BECOMING A BOLD
SPEAKER

HOW TO PLAY BIG &
BRAND BOLD

How to become a sought after

speaker

How to build your content and

confidence as a speaker

The 5 channels every speaker

should be using to build their

brand

From fear to focus - learning

to trust yourself & go big

Building confidence &

connection 

KEYNOTE TALK

Suzanne shares her story on how she took her career in corporate in a whole new direction, developing a new

business line whilst building her own business - The Connection Exchange, running events, coaching women

and managing her family to boot.

In this talk Suzanne shares how mindset, passion and focus are the key to creating great things in your life no

matter what you think is holding you back. 

During the 45 minute presentation, Suzanne will share how you can own your career and your business direction,

step up and create real change, follow your passion and do things you may never have dreamed of.



I had the pleasure of hearing Suzanne speak at AVAC 2015 and she was fabulous.

Energetic, vibrant and inspiring I could have listened to Suzanne speak all day. She had

such a warmth to her as she engaged with the audience and shared her tips. I can’t wait to

hear Suzanne speak again! A five star performance.

I chose Suzanne to speak at my event because, not only is she a subject matter expert on

all things branding, but she brings great energy to every event she speaks at. Suzanne

didn't disappoint, her bright and engaging talk was a highlight of the event, and received

great feedback scores. 

Suzanne ran a brainstorming session at One Roof and did an incredible job. Her ability to

simplify complex issues and find a real solution is very valuable. She is an astute listener

and gives thoughtful advice. She is our go to strategist, particularly when it comes to

monetization. We would have her back any day of the week!
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 Wireless lapel microphone where possible.  Suzanne

likes to walk and engage with her audience so a

wireless mic will provide the best result

Projector, laptop with her presentation & clicker

Presentations will be presented with a PDF so

formatting remains the same (do not convert files)

Internet access if videos are being played

If the session is a workshop then a flipchart, pens or a

whiteboard

If on a panel discussion then a chair and water

Water on a speakers table for all types of events

Please let Suzanne know if the room will be set up in

lecture, classroom or cabaret style

In order to ensure that Suzanne can deliver the most

impactful keynote or presentation possible there are some

key things that she’ll need:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Audio/visual Requirements 

Sam McFarlan
Business Consultant, SamSays

Kate Toon

Creator of Copy Con

Gianna Wurzl
Co-founder, OneRoof Co-working


